Get Memorable And Inspiring Writing By Outsourcing To A
Best Selling Ghostwriter With Freelance Services For Hire
There are so many memorable stories out there. Fantastic biographies, inspiring business books and
page turning novels. Now I don't want to alarm you but a small percentage of these books are not
written by the authors whose names grace the covers. In some instances someone else writes them
all together, and that someone is called a ghostwriter. A ghostwriter is simply someone who will for a
fee writes the book you want them to write. And it doesn't have to be a novel it can be a business
manual, an exercise book, a biography or an inspiring self help book. If it can be written, and the
author doesn't want to write it then a ghostwriter can fill the void.
Outsourced Ghostwriters are not shady characters but they are simply ok with being anonymous.
There are agents out there who represent successful ghostwriters and you can arrange to meet with
their writers who have experience with the type of book you may want. However, be prepared to pay
a much higher rate to get the job done but you may want to keep in mind that this agent may also
have an inside pitch of the finished product when it comes time to publish the book.
Alternatively you may find hundred of ghostwriters online. Some websites dedicate themselves to
the promotion of bucketfuls of ghostwriters whilst others are more about freelance projects.
Outsourcing websites like Elance and Freelancer attract the cream of the crop, as there is plenty of
work available.
It is in these freelancing websites that you can source some very effective and creative writers. One
of the advantages is that with sites like Elance you have a greater chance of meeting writers who are
just breaking into ghost writing. These writers are often eager to succeed and want to 'cut their
teeth' so to speak on ghost writing jobs. There's also a higher likelihood that they will be willing to
work for a lower fee or at least a more modest weekly stipend.
Be prepared to pay varying amounts depending on the quality and amount of work you require. As
mentioned before a new ghostwriter will charge differently to a more experienced ghostwriter.
Perhaps the new ghostwriter will be just as good but then again, perhaps not. In most things in life,
you get what you pay for. Be aware that a relatively small project may only set you back a few
hundred dollars whilst a more comprehensive and intensively researched novel may cost several
thousand.
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